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Strategic Planning for the

AAHP
On January 8, 1996, in Scottsdale,
Arizona, the Winter meeting of the
AAHP Executive Committee
began with a two-hour Strategic
Planning session . The process
continued for another four hours
on January I 0, and will conclude
at the summer meeting in Seattle.
Dwing the two sessions in
Scottsdale we discussed various
viewpoints about who or what the
AAHP is, what we want to be,
what services we provide, our
targeted audiences, and measures
of our success. We identified
some long range goals and short
tenn objectives and developed a
mission statement.

ln July we plan to complete the
strategic planning process by
developing an implementation
slJ'ategy including programs
budgets and procedures. The
Executive Committee is being led
through this process by John
Billett, the DirectoT of Public
Affairs for the HPS.
The Executh1e Committee business
meeting began after the first
strategic planning session with
reports of the 1995 officers. This
was followed by the installation of
the officers for 1996. Much of the
meeting was devoted to a final

detailed review of the proposed
Bylaws revisions to prepare them
for the ballot. By now you all have
had the oppornmity to cast your
vote, and I hope that the outcome
will result in approval of the new
Bylaws so that the AAHP and
ABHP can begin to function within
the new structure.
Some concern bas been expressed
about the guidelines for applying
the Standards of Professional
Responsibility (formerly called the
Code of Ethics) as defined in the
Bylaws. The review of charges
brought against any member of the
Academy for violation of the
Standards is the responsibility of
the Professional Standards and
Ethics Committee. The Committee
is also responsible for reaching a
conclusion and forwarding a
decision to the AAHP President.
omments and concerns about the
guidelines for handling such
charges should be brought to the
Chair of the PS&E Committee.
Changes to these guidelines do not
require Bylaws changes nor a vote
of the entire Academy
membership.

Professional Development
While at the meeting in Scottsdale,
l had a discussion with Bill Mills
and Dick Yetter about the
relationship between the AAHP
and the HPS. Dick agreed to work
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on some proposals for de'Jeloping
more cooperative efforts between
the two orgeniz.ations. We all
believe that the focus of the AAHP
should be on maintaining the
professional identity of the health
physicist. The development of
Standards of Practice can help in
this effort, and both Bill and Dick
are very supportive of the AAHP
effort in this area.
Based on the responses to the
membership swvey that were
published in the September 1995
issue of the "CHP Comer," there is
some misunderstanding of the
meaning of Standards of Practice.
These are not the Stm.dards of
Professional Responsibility
discussed above; nor are they the
kind of technical standards that
might be developed by the
American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) through the Health
Physics Society Standards
Committee. Stm.dards of Practice
address how various aspects of
health physics are practiced. For
example, we might have an AAHP
Standard for Radiation Safety
Training of Hospital Staff that
would specify who should be
trained, the subject matter, the level
of detail, and the qualifications of
the trainer. Or we might have an
AAHP Standard for Qualifications
of Campus Radiation Safety
Officers that would specify the
degree requirement. post-graduate
training requirements, and
experience requirements. There
are many more such standards that
could be envisioned.
Joe Ring and the Professional
Development Committee are
working on a process for
de'Jeloping and gathering
comments and input regarding such
standards. They expect to have a
Volume 6, Number I

draft protocol and some suggested
topics for standards for the July
meeting. A procedure for final
AAHP adoption of proposed
standards also must be developed.
Whatever the process is, it will take
the hard work and support of the
CHP community to make it
valuable to us. I look foiward to
getting many of you involved in
this effort before the year is over.
The Professional Development
Committee also is completing a
career brief for the AAHP and HPS
to use to help people understand
the role of the HP and to encourage
students to enter the profession.

Continuing Education
The Continuing Education
Committee, under Chair Dave
Snellings, is developing the criteria
and process for earning CECs
through selfpstudy programs. They
plan to present their proposal to the
AAHP Executive Committee in
Seattle.

Professional Issues:
Hospital RSOs
The NRRPT has petitioned the
NRC for rulemaking that would
emend the NRC regulations to
include acceptance ofNRRPT
registration as fuJfilling some of
the training requirements for a
radiation safety officer. Trus
would substitute NRRPT
registration for the 200 hours of
training and for 9 months of the
one year requirement for
supervision by an RSO.

Based on the comments that I
received on this issue from the
Executive Committe.e, I decided to
take no action on this petition.
AJthough we may agree that the
qualifications for an RSO should
be more strict, a Registered
Radiation Protection Technologist
is likely to be better qualified than
some of the other individuals that
can satisfy the current regulatory
requirements for RSO .
Professional licensing is another

area of concern, but this is an issue
Dick Toohey has BJT811ged for three
ex.cellent continuing education
coUBes that will be presented in
Seattle:
1. Health Physics at Research
Reactors.
2. New (April I996)
Transportation Regulations.
3. Health Physics Records

that must be dealt with at the state
level. l would be interested in any
ideas of how the AAHP might be
of help to the CHP in states that are
considering licensing legi station
tha1 could impact on the
professional health physicist.

Annual Meetin2

Management.
Please see page l O for further
description of course content.
These classes represent a
continuation of the outstanding
continuing education opportunities
that the Academy is able to offer
because of your support.
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The AAHP is a maturing
organization. To date we have
held our annual meeting in
conjunction with the Health
Physics Society's Annual Meeting.
and that may be vecy appropria1e.
However, scheduling conflicts
have arisen with this BJT811gement.
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In recent years the Academy has
offered continuing education
courses and an AA.HP topical
Special Session at the Annual
Meeting. Does this serve the
membership well? Do we need
more time to address those issues
that may be important for the CHP,
but of little interest to others in the

Program Director, Nancy Johnson
and the Executive Secretary Dick
Burk. They are tremendous
resources for the Academy.
Nancy. in particular, is the center
of operations and can be relie<l on
to provide you any information
you might need about the AAHP or
to help you find it.

HPS?
A problem that 1 have with the
current arrangement is that the
AAHP Special Session is
concurrent with scientific and
technical sessions of the HPS
meeting. Our session is treated as
just one of several sessions and, as
such. causes conflicts in
determining how to spend one's
time. This may limit what we can
offer to the Academy membership.
Also, the AAHP Open Business
Meeting may conflict with the
noontime PEP sessions and force
another choice that detracts from
the Academy's activities.

I am interested in hearing your
ideas about how to make the
AAHP work better for CHPs.
Should we consider adding the
AAHP meeting onto the end of the
HPS meeting? We could start on
Thursday afternoon and continue
through Friday, for example. Let
me know what you think.
lo any case, for now, plan to attend
the AAHP Special Session at 8:30
and the Open Business Meeting at
11 :00 on Wednesday morning in
Seattle and participate in your
Academy. 1 look forward to
seeing you. there.

General Items
The continuity of operations for the
AAHP depends on the work of the
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The AAHP Executive Committee
makes the policy decisions that
affect the functioning of the
Academy. To make it the
organization that you as a Cenified
Health Physicist want, we need
your ideas. Please let us know
about activ ities that you think
would be appropriate for the
Academy.
One of the ways the AAHP
functions is through its
committees. The President-elect.
Jerry Martin, is in the process of
appointing committee members for
1997. You can indicate your
interest in serving by contacting
Nancy Johnson or Jerry directly or
by indicating your choice of
committee on your maintenance
fee envelope. We need active
membe,rship on these committees.

I am honored that the Academy
membership elected me to serve as
President for 1996. I want to hear
from you about your ideas and
concerns, and especially about
what you thinl.. the purposes and
activities of the Academy should
be. IJ you give me your input
before the July meeting l can be
sure that your ideas are conside.red
as part of the strategic planning
process. I view my job this year as
one of both leading the Academy
and representing you as a Certified
Health Physicist through your
professional organization. ■
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FROM THE CHAIR
JUNE1996
Thomas E. Buhl, CHP

Chair, ABHP, 1996
Certification Application
Report
A frequent request the Board
receives from applicants is for
more detailed infonnation on the
requirements for the radiation
protection written report. During
the past year the Board has
expanded its gui dance to appljcants
on what· s expected in this report.
While initially submitting an
unsatisfactory report does not lead
to an unsuccessful application it
does result in delay while the
candidate is contacted and asked to
submit an acceptable report. The
expanded guidance -is meant to be
an aid to the applicant to avoid
unnecessary delay and make the
application process go more
smoothly.
Because the radiation protection
report is the only direct example of
the applicant's work that is
reviewed by the Board in the
application, it has an important
place in the certification process.
As stated in the ABHP Prospectus.
this document must be written
solely or principally by the
applicant and reflect a professional
health physics effort. The report
should be a comprehensive and
complex effort that illustrates the
applicant' s judgment in dealing
with health physics issues, and
must be on a topic for which the
ABHP tests and cenifies expertise.
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The guidance expands on what is
given in the Prospectus, gives
examples of acceptable topics and
reports and discusses some types
of reports that have been
problematic in the past. As an
example, a report describing how a
procedure was followed in
performing a task generally would
not be acceptable because the full
use of the apphcant' sjudgment
would not be evident. On the other
hand, a comprehensive evaluation
of a facility, that included bealtb
physics judgment such as an
assessment of possible off.normal
situations and how they can be
dealt with, would be satisfactory.
Computer software bas sometimes
been submitted as the radiation
protection report. Software can be
acceptable, but again the emphasis
is on demonstrating a professional
level health physics effort. The
software should demonstrate the
use of substantive h.ealth physics
judgment, rather than just be the
translation of an existing health
physics methodology into a code.

In general, reports describing
graduate research are not
acceptable unless they can be
shown to have a strong connection
with professional health physics.
Candidates are expected to have
completed some professional level
effort outside of an academic
degree program that meets the
requirements of the radiation
protection report.
I.mproving the application process
is an on•going effort. The
expanded guidance will make the
process go more quickly by
reducing the number of Board
requests to applicants for
additional reports. ■
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LETTERS:
Results of the Part I Exam

those of us lucky enough to have a
job must look for advancement
from within the position.

I do appreciate all of the hard work

(The author of the following letter
was not identified . However, the
question posed is of general
interest, so we are printing it here
with a response from Tom Buhl,
Chair of the ABHP.
nancy d]

Question: More timely
notification possible?
For the record, could someone tell
me why it takes six months to
machine grade an exam? 1 do
realize that there is a certain
"procedural correctness" in
simultaneously releasing the grades
for the ABHP Exam Parts I and LI,
but six months!
Realiiy check:
• Passing all or part of a
professional examination is
fast becoming a necessiiy for
career advancement.
•
Evaluation .for advancement in
corporate America usually
takes place only once a year.
Hence, if the information is not
available at the time of evaluation,
advancement opportunities may be
lost! Moreover, i.fyou have taken
a look at the Placement Center
lately, then it is all too obvious that

4

by the exam staff and volunteers.
The staff where I took the test did
an exce11eot job. From the
November '95 edition of the "CHP
Comer,'' I see that seating for the
test was 303 and 193 for Parts I
and 11, respectively. I believe that
Part I should have taken about 303
minutes to grade with an additional
day for statistical study. Scores for
the Part I exam should have been
available to the applicants within
two weeks of the exam.
Part U understandably. takes
longer to grade. With this in mind,
aside from Certific-ation by the
ABHP, what relevance do the
scores from Part I have to Part II?
1 would appreciate information
concerning these questions. Also, I
am interested in knowing if these
policies are currently under any
review or reform.

Sincerely,

Response: There's more to it
than grading

Tom Buhl, CHP
Chair, ABHP
This question •· can the Part I
Examination results be sent to the
candidates sooner than is currently
done•· comes up often, and we
appreciate the opportunity to
discuss it here. The answer is that
the electronic scoring of the answer
sheets is only part of the grading
process, and that there is also a
June 1996
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following period for performance
assessment for the Examination.

FROM THE EDITOR:
Nancy M. Daugherty, CHP

While the preliminary results of the
Part I Examination are available
relatively quickly since the
Examination is graded
eJectronically, considerable effort
remains before the results are
finalized . This effort is necessary
in order to ensure the quality of the
Examination and the grading
process. This includes review of
the scoring results and gradjng
statistics by the Part I Panel Chair.
possible distribution of some
questions to the Part I Panel
members for discussion, manually
inspecting the answer sheets of all
candidates just below passing to
ensure that a smudge or erasure did
not cause them to fail, and
comparing the perfonnance of the
Part I Examination with a predetermined Passing Point. lf the
Examination coincides with a
Passing Point Workshop (held
every third year) the results of the
Passing Point Workshop are
compiled and incorporated into the
Examination review.
Fina.Hy the Board meets to review.
discuss, and approve the results of
the Part I Examination. The
results of the Part II Examination.
which are not avaiJable until
October or early November, are
also required to be approved by the
Board. The Part I results
assessment is completed prior to
the considerable task of scoring the
Part Il Examination. Given the
timing, however, it is still most
reasonable for the Board to review
and act upon both the Part I and
Part U Examinations during the
same meeting. ■
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Changing Times for the CHP
HPS President Elect Dick Vetter
spoke at our Central Rocky
Mount'ain Chapter annual technical
meeting this past spring. Dick
di.scussed, among other things,
factors that are influencing
employment opportunities for HPs.
Examples included the reduced
budgets of both DOE facilities and
commercial nuclear power plants.
I was caught in one of several R!Fs
at a geosciences engineering firm
last winter, and I nodded .in
agreement as Dick elaborated. My
parting from my employer was
amicable on both sides; the layoff
was strictly a result of my
company's cost-cutting measures
and its desire to outsource several
of its peripheraJ services.
Following the RIF, I decided to try
free-lance consulting and was
surprised at the number of
opportunjties that became available
as a result of my Certification by
the ABHP. A CHP is specifically
required in many of the current
requests for proposals.
When l took the ABHP Exam, it
was not with the intent of
furtheringjob opportunitie,s. At
that time there was p1enty of work
available with or without.
Certification. In today's more
competitive climate, the CHP
designation is a definite asset.
I 'rn a people~person at heart and
enjoy the family atmosphere of the

5
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traditional work environment, as
well as a variety of HP challenges.
As a result, I' m pleased to have
been offered and accepted
employment with the Radiation
Control Division of the Colorado
Department of Public Health and
Environment. l hope now I can
focus on the primary benefit of
ABHP Certification: the
advancement of the profession of
health physics. ■

RESPONSE TO
"STIRRING THE POT"
Leroy F. Booth, CHP
Les Slaback has revived some
interesting questions regarding topics
of concern to all of us. (See
"Stirring the Pot," in the December,
1995, CHP News.)
The first addresses the concept of
specialty certification. Les states that
the Power Reactor specialty
provided us experience with the
effort and resources needed for
specialty exams. I hope those
lessons are not lost. The Board and
Panel effort required to prepare a
single specialty exam is enonnous. I
shudder to think of what it would
take to implement several of these, in
addition to the Comprehensive
exam. From a purely practical
position, 1 believe that muJtiple
specialty exams are beyond the
capability of the ABHP, as presently
constructed. ln addition, as Les
points out, power reactor HPs
gradualJy drifted away from the
Power Reactor special()' in favor of
the Comprehensive exam, hopefully
because of the perceived value of
Comprehensive certification, One
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final comment on thi subject:
ha e ah a tx~n uncomfortable
with specialty certifications as they
tend to imp) eJCJlerrise in a •i en
area rather man the in lusi e
technical competence intended with
Comprehensive C\..~1fication. I'm
told there are important legal
distincrion between the two.
If I shudder at sp(.-cialty exams. I
shake and quake at the thought of
resto1ing oral exams. It's not clear if
Les was conside1ing oral exams for
all candidate (includi11g Part I only
candidates?) or only for the few who
are close to a passing score on the
written exam, as was the case in the
past. I-le has a more favorable
memory of the ord.l exam process
than I. It was certainly subjective,
and in some cases inconsistent, i.n
that questioning often went down
different paths. depending upon the
candidate's answers, lbe Board
developed guidelines and procedures
to minimize these problems. but tJ1ey
were ne er fully resolved. What·
would be gained by adding oral
exams to th ce1tification process?
Perhaps another piece of e 1dence
that a candidate is qualified. but at a
high cost in tenns of tjme and effort,
and with some 1isk or liability
because of the subjective nature of
the procedure. Personally. I run
confident that the current written
exam is doing a good job of
identifying compelent candidates. ■

1996 CHP
SALARY SURVEY
Gat11 La11te11sclilager, CHP
Midwl'st Chapter, HPS
The 1996 CHP Salary Survey is
underway! Please take a moment
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to complete the survey fonn on the
following page and return it to
anc Johnson. Program Director.
AAHP. by July 15, 1996. The
results will be published in the
December. 1996. CHP News. So
that you are counted. please get
your responses in now!
This survey is intended for C'HPs.
Please confirm your cenification
by checking "yes" for the question
"ABHP Certified?". Many heahh
physicists have requested that a
salary survey of all HPs be taken. I
also would bke to see snch a
survey. However. at present. I do
not have the resources for this large
of a project. I am promoting
efforts to conduct a sur.·ey of all
health physicists next year: please
contact me if you'd like to help.

In response to comments recei"\led
on the 1994 CHP Salary Survey.
this year' s survey fonn has been
modified.
Please check only one description
for ·'Primary Job Responsibility."
I realize that this may pose a
problem for some. but it will
greatly simplify the data analysis,
Check the one description that best
describes your professional
responsibilities.
For ·· Annual Base Salary." please
indicate your annual gross income.
Do not add a dollar alue of as1
additional benefits to 1hat im:ome.
If your employer docs pro 1de
additional benefits as part of your
total compensation package. please
indicate this by checking ''yes·· for
the question ··oo ou recei e
bealth. vacation. and/or retirement
benefits from your primary
employer?'".
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If you have any comments or
questions regarding the survey.
please call me at (708)840-8360
ematl:
GLauten@aol com
or
Lauten@admail.fual.gov

The AAHP is our organization. and
the AAHP Executive Committee
welcomes our comments and
suggestions. If you have other
comments for the Comminee.
please include them on a separate
sheet with your completed 1996
CHP Salary Survey fonn . ■

WANTED:
CHP NEWS EDITOR
(

n you pell "oonsensus"?)

It' time for new blood and fresh
idea for the CHP News and the
.. HP Comer.""
The AA.HP
ominating Committee is looking
for candidates to be the next editor
of these A.\HP publication .
Cun--enLly, the CHP Netts .
published semi-annually and codistributed
with
the
HPS
News/,etter. The CHP Corner'' i a
full-page column appearing in th
l' maining
months'
/JPS
Neu sletters. However, ou, as
ditor, will be free to negotiate
changes in schedule or content.
Benefi :

No money. This is a
volunteer position.
But, the
AAHP,
ABHP.
and
HPS
ewsletter fol.ks ai-e ~ to work
with .

o ts: A significant commitment
of time and energy. But it's worth
it. The cun-ent editor will provide
OJT and electronic files of logo
andlayout .

on tact Lee Booth, Chau. AAHP
ominating Committee (pg. 11), if
in terest,ed.
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1996 CHP SALARY SURVEY
Remove this perforated page, complete the survey and FAX it to Nancy Johnson, Program Director, AAHP (703) 790-2672;
or fold and mail if to the address printed on the self-envelope by July 15, 1996, Thank you in advance for your input.

Primary Employer Type

D
D
D

Choose only one primary employer

D Commercial
D
D Medical Facility D
D Self-Employed D

Federal Government
State Government
Government Contractors

D Nuclear Power Utility
D Military
D Other _ _ _ __

D Full Time D Part Time/Retired

Employment Status

Formal Education

Consulting Firm
University
National Laboratory

D Bachelors Health Physics D
D Masters Heatth Physics D

Ph. D. Health Physics
Bachelors Other Field

D Masters Other Field
D Ph.D. Other Field

Years of Experience in Health Physics

D 4 to 6 Years D 6 to 10 Years D 10 to 15 Years D 15 to 25 Years D > 25 Years
ABHP Certified? D Yes D No

If no, please do not participate in this survey

Other Certifications
□ ABIH

□ ABNM

□ AOBR □ PE

□ ABMP

□ ABR

□ ABSNM

□ BPS

□ Other

□ NRRPT

_ _ _ _ _ _ __
(write, unabbreviated)

Primary Job Responsibility

Choose only

D Medical Physics
D Mining and Milling

D Accelerators
D Administration
D Air Quality

□ NORM

□ Applied Health Physics

D Dosimetry
D Education
D Environmental
□ Fuel Cycle

D Instrumentation
Annual Base Salary

Indicate

□ < $20,000

D $20,000 to
D $25,000 to
D $30,000 to
D $35,000 to
D $40,000 to

$24,999
$29,999
$34,999
$39,999
$44,999

one

D Nonionizing Radiation
D Nuclear Medicine
D Radon
D Radiation Biology
D Radiation Safety Officer
D Radiation Safety/Surveys
annual

D $45 ,000
D $50,000
D $55,000
D $60,000
D $65,000
D $70,000

to
to
to
to
to
to

gross

income

$49,999
$54,999
$59,999
$64,999
$69,999
$74,999

Why did you seek certification ?

from primary employer

D $75,000 to $79,999
D $80,000 to $84,999
D $85,000 to $89,999
D $90,000 to $94,999
D $95,000 to $99,999
D $100,000 to $104,999

Do you receive health, vacation, and/or retirement
benefits from your primary employer ?

{Optional)

D Radiochemistry
D Radiological Assessment
D Reactors, Other
D Regulations/Standards
D Research
D Waste Management
D Other _ _ _ __

D $105 ,000
D $110,000
D $115,000
D $120,000
D $125,000

to
to
to
to
to
□ > $130,000

□ Yes □ No

$109,999
$114,999
$119,999
$124,999
$129,999

Place
Stamp
Her•

Nancy Johnson, Program Director
American Academy of Health Phyaica
1313 Dolley Madison Blvd, Suite 402
Mclean, VA 22101

__ ._ .................................. -- . -----··--·-······ ........ _............................................................ ____________ _
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THE AAHP AT A GLANCE

Nancy Johnson
Program Director, AAHP
NUMBER OF CBPs:

1995

1994

909
50

866
58

Comprehensive
Power Reactor
Dual
Emeritus

32

37

156

16 4

Inactive
(by request)
Nonactive
A.ssociate
Deceased

25
213
229
56

22
208
231
50

PREVIOUS YEARS' EXAMS:
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total

Number
Number
No. of
No. of
No. of

of Applicants:
of Examinees:
Part I Exams:
Part IIC Exams:
Part IIPR Exams:
No. of Exam Parts:

FINAL 1995 EXAM STATISTICS:
Total Number
Total Number
Total Number
( 150 passed)
Total Number
( 37 passed)
Total Number

of Applicants:
of Candidates:
of Part I Examinees :

674
548
304

of Part II Examinees :

194

of Exam Parts

498

1994

1993

1992

642
416

562
366

426
308

323

264

147
NA
470

142
21
427

230
110

18
358

1991
386

281
219
105
21
345

Photo~ aph courtesy of Gail A. Ma!lenis.

Introducing the l9Q6 AAHP Executive Committee, featuring: (Front row, left to right) John Frazier, Secretary; Carol
Berger, Past President; Tom Buhl, ABHP Chair. (Back row, left to right) Frank Masse, Director; Howard Dickson,
Treasurer; Ken Kase, President; Kathy Pryor, Director; Jerry Martin, President-Elect. Absent from picture: Ron Kathren,
Director; Dan Strom, Director.
Volume 6, Number 1
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AAHP CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES - SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
Saturday, July 20, 1996 ~ BAM- 5 PM
Each Course is worth 16 CECs
Course 1- HEALTH PHYSICS AT RESEARCH REACTORS
Lester A. Slaback, Jr.• CHP, National lnstitllte of Standards and Technology
Reactor design features. reactor and experiment operational characteristics, ancillary support systems, and physical layouts
of different research reactors will be discussed, with emphasis on their impact on the health physics program at those
facilities. The impact on HP activities by design characteristics will be addressed. Specific monitoring systems will be
reviewed in the context of both reactor operational requirements and people exposure monitoring. Research utilization of
these reactors will be described. together with the specific heallh physics program elements required for those operations.
The accident/incident history at research reactors and selected regulatory issues will be summarized.

Course 2 - THE BASIC DOT/NRC NUCLEAR TRANSPORTATION REGULATIONS AFTER THE
1995 AMENDMENTS

Al W. Grella, CHP, Grella Consulting, Inc.
lb.is course is intended to provide a comprehensive review of the basic regulations of the USA for the safe transportation
of radioactive materials. The regulations discussed are lhose of the two major regulators in the US, the DOT and NRC.
The course includes consideration of the revisions brought about by the rulemaking actions completed by those two
agencies on September 28. 1995, for which mandatory compliance became effective this past April 1. The amendments
completed a rulemaking action which had been pending for almost seven years. The purpose of the amendments was to
conform US regulations to the international standards found in IAEA Safety Series No. 6. 1985 Edition (As Revised
1990).

Course J - HEALTH PHYSICS RECORDS MANAGEMENT

Richard G. Oesterling. CHP. Idaho Falls, ID
Record: The definition of "record" has been a preoccupation of records managers and interested legal scholars for
possibly millennia. In this introduction. definitions used for various purposes will be examined in the context of the health
physics profession. Topics addressed include: records management, business uses of records, the National Archives and
Records Administration, records in the NRC world. the records gospel according to DOE, managing electronic records,
and records management software and organizations.

AAHP SPECIAL SESSION -THE CHP IN A COURT OF LAW
8:30- It: 00 am, Wednesday, July 24, 1996
Co-Chairs: Carol D. Berger, CHP, Integrated Environmental Management, Inc., and Kenneth R. Kase, CHP, SLAC

WAM-B.t
WAM-B.2
WAM-8.J

Pre-Litigation Strategies. P. D. Robinson, Wimlon & Strawn
The CHP As an Expert in Legal Processes. /J. S. Gooden, ( 'HP, St. l·rancis Hospital

Serving As an Expert Wimess: Pre-trial and Trial Matters. J. M. McGarry Ill. Winston &
.i...·rrawn

WAM-8.4

Radiation Risk Communication with Attorneys and Juries. R.H. Johnson, Jr. CHP,
( ·ommunicauon Sciences lnstilute

11:00 am

AAHP OPEN MEETING
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AMERICAN ACADEMY OF HEALTH PHYSICS
ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTER - 19%
NOTE: Term expires at the end of the year indicated.
PRESIDENT

OTHER EXgCUTIVE

Kenneth R. Kase ('97)
SLAC Bin84
PO Box4349
Stanford, CA 94309
(415)926-2045 W
(415)926-3030 FAX
krt@slac.stanford.edu

COMMITTEE MEMBEBS

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Jerome B. Martin ('98)
20254 Wetera Row Terrace
Gennentown, MD 20874
(301 )903-8814 W
(301)903-8403 FAX

PAST PRESIDENT
Carol D. Berger ('96)
Integrated Env Mgmt, Inc.
1680 E Gude Dr, Ste 305
Rockville, MD 20850
(301)762-0502 W
(301)762-0638 FAX

SECRETARY
JolTI R. Frazier ('98)
Auxier &Associates Inc.
412 Executive T awer Dr, '402
KnoxviMe, TN 37923
(423)531-3669 W
(423)531-3767 FAX
euxier@use.usit.net

TREASURER
HDWBrd W. Dickson {'97)
Bechtel Nevada Corp
MS762
PO Box3936
N. Las Vegas, NV 89036
(702)295-7790 W
(702)2M-7699 FAX

PROGRAM QIHE~TQR
Nancy Johnson
AAHP
1313 Dolley Madison Blvd
Ste 402
McLean, VA 22101
(703)790-1745 X25 W
(7D3)790-2672 FAX
nkjburkmgt@aol.com

AAHP COMMITTEES

Thomas E. Buhl ('96)
Loe Alamos Natl Lab
Group ESH--4, MS G761
Los Alamos, NM 87545

~
Donald D. Busick, Chair ('96)
Env Safety Fee, Dept of HP
Oak ROBd, MC 8006
Stanford, CA 943~006

(505)665-8176 W

(415)725-1412 W

(505)665-6071 FAX
buhl_tho mas_E@lanl.gov
TBuhl@lanl.gov

Linda G. Bray ('97)
Jeffrey L. Kotsch ('98)

Ronald L. Kathren ('96)
Professor of Health Physics
Washington Slate Univ
100 Sprout Rd
Richland, WA 99352
(509)375-5643 W
(509)375-1817 FAX
tkalhren@beta.bicity.wsu.edu

ConlinuiDg Education
David 0. Snellings, Chair ('96)
61 Abbey Rd
Russellville, AR 72B01
(501 )967-6664 H

Nominating
Leroy F. Booth, Chair ('97)
Cenberra/NSD
150 South Spring Lake Drive
Itasca, IL 60143
(708)285-3030 W

(708)285-3066 FAX
A. John AhkJJist ('98)
Joseph J. Bevelacqua ('98)
Chanes W. Flood (116)
Ruth E. McBumey ('98)
Matthew P. Moeller ('98)
Joan E. StovaU ('98)
Michael T. Sullivan ('97)
Roger C. Brown (ABHP Rep.)

Professional Develomnent
Laster K. Aldrich (' 98)
Michael J. O'Brien ('97)
Jack F. Patterson ('98)
Richard E. Toohey ('96)
Elizabeth UUrich ('97)

Francis X. Masse ('97)
MIT
PO Box95
Middleton, MA 01949
(617)253-9217 W
(617)253-9599 FAX
Kathryn H. Pryor (116)
125 Bebb Court
Richland, WA 99352
(509)376-0812 W
(509)376-7885 FAX
kh_pryor@pnl.go11

ExamSibt

Joseph P. Ring ('96)
Harvard University
Env Heallh & Safety
46 Oxford st
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617)495-8795 W
(617)495-0593 FAX

Robert W. Lorenz, Chair ('96)
Diablo Canyon Power Planl
MC 104/5/6B, Box 56
Avila Beach, CA 93424
(805)545-4690 W
(805)545-3858 FAX

Richard T. Greene ("97)
Henry F. Kahnhauser ('98)
Gloria T. Mei ('97)
Edwin Njoku ('96)
Bruce R. Toomadsen ('98)

Stephen W. Duce ('97)
William P. Kirk ('98)

Daniel J. Strom ('98)
126 Sherman st
Richland, WA 99352-1629
(509)375-2626 W
(509)375-2019 FAX

Finance
HDWBrd W. Dickson ('97)
Bechtel Nevada Corp
MS762
POBox3936
N. Las Vegas, NV 89036
(702)295-7790 W
(702)295-7699 FAX

CHP NEWS EDITQR
Nancy M. Daugherty
511 N. Bennont
Lafayette, CO 80026

Thomas E. Buhl ('96)
Kathryn H. Pryor ('96)

(303)B92-3Dl50 W
(303)782--5083 FAX

Professional Standards I
Elhics
John J. Kelly, Chair ('98)
NY Power Authority
123 Main St
White Plains, NY 10601
(914)681-6275 W
(914)681-6256 FAX
Robert P. Milleriberger ('96)
Otte Raabe ('98)
Robert A. Scott ('97)
Billy R. Thomas ("97)

(303)671-<0283 H
nancy.daugherty@state.co.us
PLEASE NOTE NEW

PHONE NUMBERS!

Applications/or the 1997 ABHP Certification .£,cam
must be postmarked no later than
January 15, 1997
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AMERICAN BOARD OF HEALTH PHYSICS
ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTER -1996
NOTE: Term expires at the end of the year indicated.
~

Thom111 E. Buhl ('96)
Los Alamos Natl Lab
Gr"'4) ESH-4, MS G761
Los Alamos, NM 8754~
(505)66~176 W
(505)66S-e071 FAX

Eugene M. Rollna ('00)
6130 Rutledge Hm Rd
Ccwmbia, SC 29209
(803)649-7963 W
(803)6,49-4808 FAX

Pu L. Ziemer ('99)

buil_lhomas_E@lan.gov

PwclJe Uniwenlity

~Ian.gov

School of Health Sciences
1336 Ciw Engineering Bldg
w. Lafayette, IN 47907-1338

YICECHAIR
Roger C. Brown ('97)

RIil 1, Box 1629
Benton City, WA 99320
(509)588,-5910H

SECRETARY

George J. Vargo, Jr. ('98)

POBm338
RicNand, WA 99352
(509)37~W
(509)375-2019 FAX
gj_vargo@pnl.gov

PARLIAMENTARIAN
Nan~ P. Klmer ('99)

Foster Wheeler Env COfl>
10800 NE 8"' S1
SUie 1300
Bellevue, WA 98004
(206)688-3716 W
(206)688-3942

(317}494--1435 W
(317)496-13n FAX
zlemef@sage.cc.purwe.aciJ
PROGRAM DiRECTOR
Nancy Johnson
ABHP
1313 Ooley Maciaon Blw:I, Ste 402
Mclean, VA 22101
(703)7~1745 eirt 25 W
(703)7~2672 FAX
njkburkmgl@aol.com

PART I PANEL
~
Stanley J. Waigora, Jr. ('96)
7013 MC'JIIO Del 08o Ave NE
~.NM87109
(!105)881-9427 W
(!105)881-0372 FAX

OTHER BOARD MEMBERS
YICECHA!R
Oavid S. Gooden ('98)
Saint Francia Hospital
6161 S Yale
Tulsa, OK 74136
(918)4~1444 W
(918)494-1452 FAX
gooden@vms.ocom.ollslate.eciJ
Edward F. Maher ('00)
At11U D. Ullle Inc.
20AcomPart
Cambndge, MA 02140-2390
(617)4~173W
(617)496-7161 FAX
ma her.e@adllttle.com

Mary L. Birch ('97)

3600 Windbklff Dr
Charlotte, NC 28277-9876
(803)831-3310 W
(803)831-3400 FAX
Part I P..t MarnbefJ;
Lester K. Aklich ('96)
Shawn W . Googn ('96)
Rkhlrd F. Haak• ('99)
James 0 . Jamison ('97)
Charles E. Kent ('96)
Larry R. McKay ('98)
Nora A . Nicholeon ("97)

PARTI PANEL
CHAIR
Ptilip L. Giarusos ('96)
251 Widmer Ave
Lower BISrel, PA 15068
<•12)53s.5m w

YK;ECHAIR
E.limbeth M. Brackett
4815 Wilkahire Or
Knoll'Alle, TN 37921
(615)576-8589 W
(615)578-8593 FAX

e,r1 aPa Members:

Staliey J. Addison ('97)

Midi.lie! L. Caprio, Jr. ("97)
Sarah A. Coy C96)
EJ'i(; G. Daxon ('98)
Rodger W. Gllll'"U1d ('98)
Jeny W. Hiatt ('99)
Jack Higgff()tham ('98)
Duncan B. Howe ('98)
T. Edmond Hui ("98)
J. Chris Johreon ('98)
Enc E. Kearsley ('97)
Ralph W. Kenning, Jr, ('98)
Jeffrey A. Leavey ('97)
Michael L. Lllleton ("97)
James C. Liu ('96)
David A. M c ~ ('99)
Donald Mei ('96)
HeiYy T. Miler ("96)
Harry J . Newman ('97)
Michael A. Pacilio ('99)
Howard M. Prichard ('99)
John L. Ricci ('96)
John A. Serabian, Jr. ('97)
Mart C. Simpson ('96)
Mikes. Slnltl f99)
TO&hlme Uatm ("97)
John C. Weiser ('96)
James Wilson ('99)

M. Frank Petelka ('98)
S. H. Sibnlmanian ('99)
Leonard Sygitowicz ('99)

Don't Forget to .Reglner for the AA1lP IJ.Hr Continuing Education Courses
at the BPS Annual •eetlng, SeattlB, WA
Saturday, July 20, 1996
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